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DeSantis se snaží podplatit bílé klobouky za podporu
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Floridský guvernér Ron DeSantis, který by měl tento týden vstoupit
do prezidentského klání v roce 2024, se pokoušel uplatit vysoce
postavené vojenské důstojníky sliby povýšení výměnou za
prezidentské souhlasy, zdroje z kanceláře generála Smithe a na
Trumpově Mar-a- Velitelství Lago to řeklo Real Raw News.
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Ve středu 17. května generálové David H. Berger a Eric M. Smith
obdrželi dopisy, které DeSantis napsal a které je povzbudilo, aby
opustili svou podporu Donalda Trumpa a MAGA a místo toho
podpořili DeSantise v nadcházejících republikánských primárkách a
také v všeobecné volby, řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Smithe Real
Raw News.

Jednostránkové dopisy, které nesly DeSantisův vlastnoruční podpis,
popisovaly Trumpa jako „po svých nejlepších letech“ a říkaly, že
Republikánská strana bude odsouzena na půl století, pokud ho
delegáti nominují, aby čelil Bidenovi v roce 2024. DeSantisův potěr
proti Trumpovi použil slova jako „příliš starý“, „šílený“ a „hovězí
postoj“ a naznačovaly, že Amerika už je unavená z Trumpovy koalice
MAGA a nekonečných rozhovorů o ukradených volbách. Biden,
napsal DeSantis, porazil Trumpa „spravedlivým a spravedlivým“ ve
spravedlivých volbách, ale Trumpovo „pošramocené ego“ ho přimělo
k udržení ukradené volební šarády. DeSantis označil Trumpa za
zhoubu strany. Řekl, že Trump poskvrnil americkou důvěru a
znesvětil vzpomínky na velké republikánské prezidenty, jako byli
Abraham Lincoln, Dwight Eisenhower a George HW Bush.

Zatímco pranýřoval Trumpa, DeSantis vychvaloval své drtivé
vítězství nad Charliem Christem jako důkaz, že by mohl porazit
Bidena a vést Ameriku do období obnovy a prosperity, bez bdělosti,
politického nátlaku a manipulace Deep State. „Odsuzujte Donalda J.
Trumpa a podpořte kandidaturu DeSantise a společně můžeme
sjednotit zemi a obnovit víru v Republikánskou stranu,“ stojí v části
dopisu. Skončila výzvou: „Vyzývám vás, abyste stáli po mé straně,
až udělám prohlášení,“ a přísliby budoucích pozic ve vládě.

"Způsob, jakým mluvil o prezidentu Trumpovi, zněl spíše jako Liz
Cheney než Ron DeSantis," řekl náš zdroj z generálovy kanceláře.
"Chcete hádat, co udělali generál Smith a generál Berger?" Předali
kopii dopisu přímo prezidentu Trumpovi."
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Prezidenta Trumpa DeSantisova zrada nepřekvapila, protože
DeSantis rozeslal podobné dopisy desítkám velitelů, plukovníků,
generálů a admirálů, z nichž mnozí zůstali neochvějně loajální
skutečnému vrchnímu veliteli. Řekli Trumpovi, že DeSantisova
lichotivá komuniké chválila jejich dodržování ústavy a zároveň
zpochybňovala jejich oddanost 45. prezidentovi Spojených států.
DeSantis napsal, že jako prezident nařídí svému ministerstvu
obrany, aby podporovalo vlivné důstojníky, kteří ho podporují.
Kapitáni by se stali majory; majory by se staly lt. plukovníci; a lt.
plukovníci by dostali na ramena celého ptáka. Generálům nabídl
přidanou hvězdu a tak dále.

"DeSantis je špatně odhadl," řekl zdroj z Mar-a-Lago. „Měl za cíl je
svést, hrát na jejich ješitnost, slibovat chutné cetky, ale tito důstojníci
jeho lest prohlédli a dali Trumpovi vědět o jeho klamavém chování.
Je to nechutné, nechutné – pokoušet se pokoušet důstojníky, jako by
obtěžovač pokoušel dítě na sladkosti. Vážně podcenil jejich
loajalitu."

Prezident Trump, dodal, předpověděl, že DeSantis použije
promyšlenou taktiku k získání vojenské podpory.

"DeSantis se dostal na frak. Ví, že potřebuje vojenskou podporu. A
Trump tento krok plně počítal. Ale DeSantis páchne zoufalstvím,“
řekl.

Zdroj v kanceláři generála Smithe tento sentiment zopakoval. "Bez
vojenské podpory je toast." Američané nechtějí slyšet o bohatých
elitách podporujících kandidáty. Nevěří elitářům z dobrého důvodu.
Vojenská potvrzení mají váhu. Prezident Trump získal podporu více
než 100 generálů a admirálů. Je pochybné, že DeSantis nějakou
dostane. Bílé klobouky nebudou podporovat Skull & Bones a černé
klobouky nebudou přijímat republikána."
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Společnost Real Raw News požadovala vyjádření k dopisům od
DeSantisovy mluvčí Christiny Pushawové, ale ta naše volání
odmítla.

Omluvte se, že včera večer nebyl podcast. Prošel jsem vzplanutím
akutní dny, pro každého, kdo ví, jak bolestivé to je. Pokud dnes
večer něco uděláme, upozorním předem na Telegram a Twitter a
připnu komentář k tomuto článku. Děkujeme vám za vaši trpělivost.

(Návštíveno 90 658 krát, 2 578 návštěv dnes)

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 9 minutes ago by Delavic

Been told in such a way as to believe cbs (cabal bullshit station)
reported that some 50 US Senators have been provided satellite
phones to communicate with over this Memorial Day weekend in
case cell phone communication becomes disrupted. Also many
senators and families are “vacationing” in ‘undisclosed locations’.

 Curious.
 HHHmmmm….

STAY SAFE Michael Baxter and hope You enjoy the weekend, could
be busy and interesting!

Musk @ deSaster on display.on 05/24/23…NO BILLIONS &
BILLIONS CAN BUY BRAIN…… what’s is wrong with musk beside
he is flamming liberal……

 ……

Taxpayer money allegedly funding program linking Republicans to
Nazis

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Yeah right!

Just another democrat conspiracy to cover up the real crimes of the
illegitimate corrupt criminal biden family and the cover ups by the
three letter agency to protect the criminal biden family.

Russia, Russia, Russia!!! This time it’s Nazi, Nazi, Nazi!!! More lies
by the democrats.

Or it could be the possibility that kenyan citizen obama is creating all
these lies to divert all his crimes away from him.

Last edited 59 minutes ago by TakeAmericaBack2024

Homosexuality is wrong. IDC what homosexuals and lesbians do
behind closed doors, that’s their choice and their business; but I
draw the line at exposing the kids to it in any way. Marriage is
between a man and a woman, not two men and not two women.
Parents can be single or married but they must be heterosexual, not
homosexual or transsexual. LGBTQ people are not fit to be
parenting children whether they are born naturally to them or
adopted. These days, adoption agencies are refusing to allow
opposite-married parents to adopt kids unless they affirm their being
gay or lesbian or trans if they are said to be so — but no kid is born
that way, so that is a lie.

 Russia is a country that supports the Orthodox church, that supports
marriage, that supports families, that supports children, that supports
sexual morality and not sexual immorality. America was once that
way, but has fallen abysmally into depravity and tolerant and
accepting and legalizing of the same. This is what HRC, BHO,
Xiden, Bliinken, Millie, Browne-Jackson and Hoebag are pushing for
America today, and we need to stop it. now.

 WE NEED TO MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN AND CLEAN UP
THIS PUTRID MESS OF FILTH THE LGTBQ HAS FORCED US TO
SWALLOW AND THREATEN US TO ALLOW IN OUR SOCIETY.

 Putin enshrined marriage as being conjugal in the Russian
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Constitution, Nigeria enshrined marriage is being conjugal in its
official documents, and I would like for that to be done for our
Constitution as well. For once, WJC did something right by signing
the Defense of Marriage Act in 1996 before Barry had it destroyed
starting in 2011.

 Putin may be harsh in stopping all international adoptions of Russian
kids, and yes that is sad because all kids need good parents from
any country to love them, but he will not allow children to be exposed
to paedophilia or homosexuality from parents in countries where
same-sex marriage and other sexual deviancies are tolerated. The
Ukraine, on the other hand, allows that with impunity.

 There was a time in America where homosexuals and lesbians were
strictly forbidden from being around anybody’s kids, and they had
treatment centers for homosexuality and other sexual deviances as
far back at the 80s; but since 1973, the LGBTQ has forced the APA
to remove homosexuality from the list of treatable disorders, and
now they are trying to do the same with paedophilia, because now
people are being told that paedohiles are born that way, just like
gays and transgender people are born that way, and there is nothing
that can be done to change them.

 YES, YOU READ THAT RIGHT.
 Now parents and families are being calumniated for being bigots and

haters JUST FOR PROTECTING OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS
FROM THIS FILTH.

 Vladimir is protecting the kids from being exposed to paedophilia and
homosexuality and other forms of sexual deviancy that trounce on
marriage in Russia. Good for him. Wish we did the same here in
America to protect our children, instead of caving to these
transsexual and LGBTQ bullies forcing us to let them have at our
kids.

Penalties of sin hurt. 
 What can a man of God or woman of God or even a child of God do

to avoid the consequences of sin? Can they protect their families
from the outcomes of sin? 
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Yes. 
A godly wife or husband protects her or his family by turning from sin
and pursuing righteousness. Many of us think our sin affects us and
only us, that it won’t touch the people we love. Wrong. The
aftereffects of sin show that one’s spouse, kids, parents and other
relatives as well and friends and neighbors are affected by sinful
behaviour even if the sin is not discovered or exposed. They
are affected one way or another.

 If we love our families, if we have compassion for them, in desiring to
serve them and provide for them and defend them, we can pursue
righteous living and consecrate ourselves in a set-apart way;
especially in every level of ministry. 

 Make a silent, hidden decision to turn away from sin which not only
protects oneself, but protects one’s family and friends.

Jas_4:7 Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he
will flee from you.

Luna Wants ADAM SCHIFF CENSURED and FINED $16m for
Trump LIES

Every American should and must sue Pinocchio adam schiff for at
least $5 million each complainant.

Yes fellow Patriots, we should all take legal action against liar
crooked corrupt adam schiff. After all, the money he will use to pay
these law suites is stolen from us the tax payers.

Bro Adam Schiff was executed like 2 years ago. Michael Baxter said
so. Why are you getting so worked up about a guy who is
OBVIOUSLY dead and long gone?

The lawless traitors will reap the consequences.

In Exodus Chapter 17, we read that Moses struck the rock at Horeb
to give the people water to drink, because they were chiding Moses
and tempting the Lord. 
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Later, in Numbers Chapter 20:1,  his sister Miriam died in the desert
of Zin; the entire nation mourned her and buried her there. Times
were tough and the absence of water was making things worse. In
Verses 7 and 8 God told Moses to speak to the rock – not strike
it but speak to it, and water would come out for the Jews to drink it. 

 Num 20:8 Take the rod, and gather thou the assembly together, thou,
and Aaron thy brother, and speak ye unto the rock before their eyes;
and it shall give forth his water, and thou shalt bring forth to them
water out of the rock: so thou shalt give the congregation and their
beasts drink. 

 But Moses had a temper on him, and he failed to sanctify the Lord by
doing what He said. Instead, this happened: 

 Num 20:10-11 And Moses and Aaron gathered the congregation
together before the rock, and he said unto them, Hear now, ye
rebels; must we fetch you water out of this rock?  And Moses lifted
up his hand, and with his rod he smote the rock twice: and the water
came out abundantly, and the congregation drank, and their beasts
also. 

Big mistake.

Worse yet, he affronted the Lord publicly in front of the entire
congregation. Of course, the water came out and everybody and
their animals slaked their thirst, because God is a LOVING God and
would never deprive His kids from something they needed.  But God
had this terrible punishment for Aaron and Moses: This would
not see the Promised Land that God swore to give the sons and
daughters of Jacob.

 Num 20:12 And the LORD spake unto Moses and Aaron, Because
ye believed me not, to sanctify me in the eyes of the children of
Israel, therefore ye shall not bring this congregation into the land
which I have given them. 

 It wasn’t just Moses who was barred entry into what would later be
known as Israel. If we read very carefully, we see that his brother,
Aaron, was prohibited from entering Israel as well.
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Sin has consequences, and this is what these Luciferian/Khazarian
deep state traitors who engage in drug cartels, child sex trafficking,
rigging elections and corrupting the judiciary to deny justice to Mr.
and Mrs. John Q. Citizen can never understand. Consequences.

This is what the LGBTQI+ who seek to indoctrinate our children
about repudiating the notions of marriage and families and having
children in a morally upstanding environment can never understand.
Consequences.

This is what pro-abortion advocates tell kids to abort their babies in
the name of reproductive freedom can never understand.
Consequences.

This is what propaganda-pushing, financially avaricious,  corrupt
therapists who push parents and kids into agreeing to take pubertal
suppression drugs and  mutilate their body parts via sex-
reassignation surgery at $70,000.00 a head so they never reproduce
and cause their future families to die out can never understand.
 Consequences.

  
 But Jewish and Christian believers do.

Moses had anger management problems, granted, and God used
such an imperfect person like He uses all imperfect male and female
persons of every stripe and creed and age to do His will.

 IT REALLY, REALLY HURT MOSES AND AARON THAT THEY
COULD NOT ENTER CANAAN AND POSSESS IT AS GOD
PROMISED THEM THEY WOULD. IT DESTROYED THEIR FAMILY
MEMBERS AND FRIENDS. THEY NEVER ASKED FOR THESE
CONSEQUENCES. 

 But God was not compromising with Moses, a teacher of the law as
is written in Exodus 24:12, and Aaron, a priest no less, on how He
should be hallowed. He had to set an example to teach the Jewish
nation on how NOT to behave with God or pose any affront to His
authority, otherwise upon seeing Moses and Aaron’s behaviour, they
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would follow suit and disregard respecting God’s character, nature,
word and authority as being thoroughly credible and serious. 

 If God can come down so hard on two brothers who led an entire
nation to freedom and make them pay the consequences for their
sins, even from a high-temper fit, how much more will He punish in
hell the rapists, the killers, the Satanic paedophiles, the incest
aggressors, the Illuminati, the child sex traffickers, the corrupters, the
drug cartel kingpins, the traitors, the adrenochrome makers, the
military generals who collaborate with the enemy like Mark Milley did
with Li Zuocheng, telling them they will warn them if American goes
to war with Communist China?

 We wish and think about every possible heinous revenge and
punishment known to man for these criminals because they are
killing us and our children. We were hurt and maimed and bereaved
and betrayed by these animals. Can anyone calculate the depth of
the Almighty’s eternal punishment for these traitors?

You just didn’t like it because it was holy words. If it was one of your
Fed buddies running his mouth, you’d have given an attaboy.

Clock is ticking Jimm.

That was right on the mark. Amen!! I was thinking as I read this, that
it would be a great Sunday school lesson to teach. It definitely hit
home for me. Thank you for taking the time to write this.

You are one filthy troll. If you, Julie, & Cobb would stop your filth,
there would be very little. God needs to get hold of you!!

Ethel said go stand in the corner—-she doesn’t want anything to do
with you anymore—

Correct, though won’t call Ron a meatball as wrong menu item,
actually he’s a Coney Island White Fish.

Reason Japanese are strong proud culture cause there’s no ethnicity
mixing, diluted bloodline, could say, no Tiger Woods types.
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Inbreeds are ostracized and outcasts not to exclude other Asian
group whereas purity is essential.

Myself take pride in my 100% pedigree whereas I flaunt-it as a
badge of honor, could say, has its perks.

The deep state doesn’t want to race-mix the Japanese. THEY WANT
THEM DEAD. 121,000,000 Japanese people is too much for them,
pure race or not. The cabal wants us ALL dead — 1,400,000,000
Chinese, 1,400,000,000 Indians, 340,000,000 Americans,
55,000,000 Ukrainians, 147,000,000 Russians, 30,000,000
Canadians, 1,000,000,000 Catholics, 1,000,000,000 Muslims,
2,000,000,000 Christians — they want to genocide you and me and
every human being in excess of 500,000,000 human beings on the
planet, race-mixed or not.

 That’s what the Georgia Guidestones stood for before they were
smashed to bits. 500,000,000 and not one fetus more.

Last edited 3 hours ago by Xena

This really yanks my chain and tells me where the Republican party
is and it sucks big time—–They have already spent more money on
negative ads on DeSantis then they spent for all the Republican
people running in the last election—-It shows the stupidity and
arrogance and look at me—I have the power and am the king maker
—That in itself could turn me against Trump—–I saw DeSantis on
FOX and he sure didn’t say anything wrong—–but just think if we
could have taken the Senate——-But hey let’s bury Ron—–we
deserve what we get and with this attitude don’t expect the white
knight to come riding in—–besides if we don’t fix the voting system
you can bend over and kiss your rear end good bye—-I posted what
Bidens did to get ahold of the system and sue FOX—–

Words from …Ted VCC
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Those of us who participated in supporting and witnessing the
National Citizens Inquiry are feeling the impact of more than 300
witnesses testifying over 24 days in eight cities. The intensity is not
just the emotional response to the stories of the many victims of the
government’s misguided efforts. Of greater impact is the realization
that we may have experienced the greatest violation of humanity in
history.

As the Honorable Ches Crosby stated in his closing remarks, what
we experienced was medical martial law imposed by a military grade
psychological operation. Where I disagree with Mr. Crosby is when
he stated – “Every politician panicked.” I suggest otherwise. What
transpired these last three years was not a mistake, but rather a well
planned, well executed effort to undermine the rights of freedoms of
citizens globally.

 Robert F Kennedy Jr. spells this out in his book – The Real Anthony
Fauci. Kennedy writes – “After twenty years of modeling exercises
(of which Event 201 was only one), the CIA, working with medical
technocrats and billionaire tycoons, pulled off the ultimate coup
d’etat.” We are the victims of state sponsored violence and a global
war on freedom and democracy.

The NCI exposed this tyranny and left little doubt that our politicians,
medical industry, media and judges didn’t act out of fear, but rather
did as they were told. Our part in this tyranny is that we naively
assumed they were acting in our best interest rather than their own.

 Kennedy concludes what many of us have come to realize – “It is
ordinary people who can rescue us from tyranny . . . These actions
are not easy, but living with the consequences of inaction would be
far harder.”

  
 God bless all those who helped to make the National Citizen’s
Inquiry a reality. May its efforts leave an indelible mark on the soul of
all Canadians.
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I need to disclose that the Shill population has indeed exploded on
this site.Won’t last for too much longer as the QFS and EBS
imminent.I personally know the RV has already started. The RV’ers
keep their mouths shut. For good reasons.

IF THE FIERY HAIL WAS SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN MANY TIMES
OVER 50 YEARS WHILE ASKING PEOPLE TO BUY YOUR
PRODUCTS, YES,,,,

NO,,,YOU SEE, I AM VERY SMART FOR MY AGE AND DO NOT
FALL FOR TYPICAL SCAMS,,,

It’s a financial acronym related to NESARA and GESARA. The paid
trolls and closed-minded here will pooh-pooh this but online truthers
are talking about it right now (2023-05-25).

Basically, according to past online research, 9/11 (2001-09-11)
happened to stop NESARA happening back then which would
benefit people at large but the bad guys don’t want that.

What you should know is that the good guys and the bad guys have
a blockchain backed global financial system as the endgame. Please
keep this in mind:

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And
that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let
him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is
the number of a man; and his number [is] Six hundred threescore
[and] six.

— Revelation 13:16-18 https ://bibleprotector. com/TEXT-PCE.zip

Thank you for the information. Sometimes we need things to be
spelled out for us….not just initials.
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Reevaluation of currency.All money backed by gold and silver. For
example during the exchange the fiat no longer exists but the dinar is
worth billions. That’s why people are keeping their mouths shut.

And it’s has been days away for at least the last five years. This is
Charlie Ward’s personal scam. He makes over $1.5 million a month
conning people. Like all these stories, not real and a childish fantasy

jimmy…you calm down too next- 4 wks it’s going happen it….be
patient if you can

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 16 hours ago by Delavic

Oh are you there at Guam yourself, personally feeling the rain
against your own skin? Didn’t think so. Don’t be so gullible Joe.
Every image you see on a screen is CGI and ever person is a clone.
Do your research.

When the truthers come out they are scrutinized and told they are
crazy and conspiracists.Some have been murdered. It takes spiritual
faith to tell what one can SEE and others cannot.We all have free will
during this journey. When your programmed belief system is
shattered you will literally stay in a 3D world or ascend to 4D. I
choose the latter.

4D world sucks, I heard they don’t even have video games there

Last edited 16 hours ago by Cobb

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 17 hours ago by Delavic

Our souls are eternal. Our bodies die. GOD is with in us ALL which
can never end. Executions will extinguish the body but the soul
remains…that is the darned truth.

I COULD HAVE NAMED THEM IN 2 NOTES THOUGH,,,YOU JUST
WENT AHEAD AND GAVE THE ANSWERS TO THE CROWD,,,

People say Obama Hussein Shit-stain is gone.

I disagree.

I see the obamas every morning in the toilet after I drop a mean
deuce!

I guess I was right—-a tranny—-no female no matter how nasty
would ever say dropped a deuce—-you are one sick whatever you
are—-

Relax. Joolie just says disgusting things to get a rise out of people.
You know, like a little kid.

MB I hope you are not still suffering from Gout. I am sad we haven’t
had an update for many days and I hope you are ok.

Dear Michael! The whole three days without your article… I’m
beginning to develop deficiency syndrom!! Please feed us we are
hungry for more! We still don’t know about what happened to
Hillary’s accomplice Huma Abedin!

Huma was given leniency in exchange for a plea deal according to
RRN ‘s article when she testified against Hillary Clinton.

Wow. That is one bitch that should have been hanged and been left
to hang out in the open for a very long time, for the ravens to
consume, piece by slow piece. Don’t you hate plea deals?

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Hillary did things on that snuff video that Huma copied onto the
Weiner family laptop under “Life Insurance” that made 12 NYPD
detectives sick, not to mention the poor kids she raped, harvested for
adrenochrome, mutilated and killed and cannibalized. That alone
made her hang.

 And when the NYPD detectives got shafted by FBI director Comey
because Comey refused to investigate Hillary in October 2016 during
the election race, because he loves her and hates Trump, and
wanted Hillary to win and Trump to lose, the detectives threatened to
have this Frazzledrip video and the Weiner laptop exposed if they
didn’t investigate Hillary for these egregious crimes, 9 out of the 12
died.

 Hillary dragged her assistant and possible lover, Huma, into her dirty
deeds like Poppy Bush dragged Shrubby Bush into doing 9/11 and
both wars in Afghanistan and Iraq for oil and rare earth minerals to
replenish the Bush family fortune, and lied to us telling us it was Bin
Laden that financed the crime — like she lied to the world that it was
an anti-Muslim video that led to 4 Americans being killed in
Benghazi.

 That same terror attack which killed over 7000+ people in New York
and Washington led to those two wars, which Hillary herself
supported, and she was a Democrat, not a Republican, but deep
state nonetheless. Tell me that is not despicable of this Illuminati 7th
level witch!!

 And there is no way in hell I believe those hardened, dedicated
detectives committed suicide no matter how sickened they were or
egregiously evil that snuff video was. I am sure it was Arkancide,
IYGMD.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Xena

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHARE THE VIDEO,,,?EVERY TIME
SOMEONE SAYS THIS THEY GO QUIET WHEN I ASK FOR A
LINK,,,ETHEL IS KINKY,,,
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Yep, especially when sex offenders like Jeffrey Epstein get off easy
with NPAs and plea deals. Those poor girls got shafted in a very bad
way. It goes against the CVRA.

Just called the capitol police faggots on their non-emergent line.

“What’s your non-emergency?”

“Are you are cop?”

“What your issue?”

“Are you a cop?”

“Yes”

“Why are yall a bunch of fucking liars about the J6 debacle?”

He did not wish to hear anymore. He seemed sensitive! lol

If you think I wasted time, you reveal you are wasted BY time– by
your own election, of course.

It’s not a waste of time if you enjoyed yourself, Joolie.

Do you make crank calls often?

Someone said they want something new—-See if you can follow
this.

 Dominion voting machine (the crooked ones) was taken over by
Equity Fund –Staple Street– that hired Hamilton Place Strategies run
by Tony Fratto who worked for George Bush and rebranded as
Penta whose sole executive is Mike LaRosa who was the foreign
press Sect of Jill Biden So I guess FOX is working with Bidens etc. if
you follow—-The Yellow Brick Road—–All I can say is be careful
because your dirty underwear may just get exposed——my mom
always told me to wear clean undies in case I was ever in an
accident–lol—-Jill’s and joe’s are really dirty it seems along with
FOX. —-Now i don’t know 100% that this is gospel but the source at
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the time was really/very good—-and I am sure jill will try to dirty up
the water and her undies to disguise all of this—-I mean after all the
whole Biden family is clean and pure as a new snow—

AND THAT’S YET ANOTHER CHARGE TO PRESS AGAINST JILL
FOR FACILITATING JOE’S PAEDOPHILIC, INCESTUOUS LUSTS
FOR LITTLE KIDS BY TRAFFICKING HER OWN GRANDKIDS
WHEN SHE COULDN’T FIND OTHER PEOPLE’S KIDS AND
GRANDKIDS FOR HER HIGH-HANDED, ARROGANT HUSBAND
TO ABUSE. AND LET’S NOT FORGET BOTH JOE AND HUNTER
TRAVELED TO EPSTEIN’S PRIVATE ISLAND TO HAVE SEX WITH
CHILDREN AND GIRLS, AS REPORTED BY RRN.

realrawnews .com /2021/ 01/ epstein-is-the-kraken/

‘Here’s A Couple Examples’: Mike Johnson Accuses FBI Of
‘Shocking’ Abuses Of Power. (Must Watch on YT)

President Trump, our duly and constitutionally elected President in
November 2020 will be back in power soon and I don’t mean in
2024.

And President Trump will bring back order, discipline, integrity, honor,
and respect to our great country peacefully and will overhaul three
letter agencies that biden, democrats, and hillary have so badly
corrupted and ruined.

America, patience is a virtue and before 2024 President Trump will
be reinstated. No I’m not delusional. Be informed that’s what I can
say to those who don’t believe.

Be patient, watch and see. Peaceful things will happen quietly and in
order. There will be no violence.

In all future elections make your vote count, VOTE IN PERSON. Do
Not vote by mail and Do Not vote early.
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Your vote is very important so VOTE IN PERSON regardless of who
you are voting for.

Love, Peace and Unity!

GOD BLESS AMERICA!

Last edited 20 hours ago by TakeAmericaBack2024

Judy byington of situation update announced the Brunson petition
would be heard and voted on today and President Trump will be
back in office tomorrow. Anyone believing this garbage?

Judy Byington is obviously full of shit, but “Anyone believing this
garbage?” would make a good RRN motto as well

Yes, “dismissed”. That means put back on the shelf. They can
retrieve it from the shelf at any time.

The authentic Bible was kept in the now non existent Satanic
Vatican. The Roman Empire seized the workings of Jesus and his
prophets. The Mongolian Empire tainted the Bible with fear based
lies. All religions are man made. Yes the Bible is truth but is sprinkled
with the evil dark forces which have existed here on Earth for
thousands of years.

You are a defiled vessel and so do not have the sound of His Voice.

EdBob, You are not God so you are in no position to either judge or
condemn Steph or anybody else by calling her a defiled vessel. You
don’t know her heart to judge or damn her, you don’t know her
calling, you don’t know her life and you don’t know her situation.
Only God can make that determination and you are not God’s boss,
God is the Boss. You are not the Lord, GOD IS THE LORD and you
had better repent before you see consequences. She has a right to
speak under the Bill of Rights as we all are, and neither you nor
anyone else has the right to rebuke her for speaking her mind. You
owe her an apology.
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Not quite right. Kazarian Mafia today being older than all other
Satanic upstarts were also involved as the early Roman Caesars as
the the writers of the bible for EMP. Constantine 312 AD at the
council of Nicea. The Original Info is about 667 books just found in
the Library in the Vatican Take over by white Hats.

 See the bible writers gaming lies in book, THE PISO FAMILY OF
THE BIBLE WRITERS

Last edited 17 hours ago by Zee

IT IS TRULY SUSPICIOUS THAT HE HAS BEEN GONE THIS
LONG FOR JUST GOUT,,,

SUFFER FROM WHAT EXACTLY,,,? YOU SEEM CRANKY. ETHEL
TAKES NAPS WHEN SHE GETS LIKE THIS,,,

funny, how you defend him for making death threats. but i cant sa to
them?y

your name is a dead giveaway.

ISN’T THAT THE BEER WHICH MAY TURN ME GAY,,,? I SEE
WHAT YOU’RE DOING ED BUT I’M NOT INTO YOU

I am sure the last thing Guam is worried about right now is holding
court

He could at least make up a story for us about how the hurricane
knocked out the power at Camp Balz and the clones escaped from
their cells or something

Lmao, by what stretch of imagination is it a threat to just ask if
someone died

Israel has not yet learned how to be multi-cultural. This is a
transformation that must take place. Muslims, atheists, Christians will
be resented because we will have a hand in israel’s change to Build
Back Better!!!!
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Actually all the land that even the Palestinians occupy belongs to
Israel proper. Go to the Balfour Declaration and look at the total land
mass given to the Jews and it included Jordan. The land before the
Jews took over was desolate—-nothing there !!!! The Arabs—
Palestinians complained and the area now called Jordan was set
aside and given to them and declared that no Jew could set up a
business in Jordan. This was all declared by the British. The land
occupied by the Jews became very fruitful and businesses grew with
only one problem—not enough people to fill the open jobs vacant. In
Jordan, it was failing big time so the people came to Israel and
started working. That is how the whole mess started. The Gaza was
actually occupied by Israeli’s but was given to the Palestinians to try
and keep peace and stop the fighting—-obviously that failed. They
actually left growing functioning operations but as usual they
destroyed it as soon as they took over. Israel has offered to set up
desalination operations for the Gaza and Palestinians but they
refused and would rather just dump their waste into the sea and has
polluted everything—–ok will give it a rest but that gives you
something to trash as has been the attitude and history of all those
you are supporting—-

Wait a minute here. Are you saying that the Israelis offered
desalinization but the Palestinians refused it? Those two nations are
fighting each other for YEARS over land occupation, but they cannot
agree to fix up the place? The land was given to the Palestinians and
the Jews were forbidden to work there, and Jordan failed like hell
while Israel prospered?

yes—in the Gaza which was given to them for a peaceSo the waters
are being fouled up and hurting fishing. offering—Israel actually had
to forcefully remove about 50,000Jews from the Gaza that lived
there and had made it productive. They had hot houses to grow food
and a/c and desalination. Actually the world comes to Israel now for
setting it up because they are the best at it. They have it in Israel
proper—-this is a key source for water in places. The
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Gaza/Palestinians just dump their waste into the sea and yet won’t
take help from the Jews in building the plants. Remember you had 2
major wars in 67 and 73—-Israel was warned not to give up land
even the bible states that yet they did for a fake/forced peace—–You
can probably guess who was behind this deal—-goood ole USA—-
Just like now—-who controls Samaria—-parts of Jerusalem—-
Palestinians—–all for peace and security and money—–

Michael, Where are you? Not much “Real” news since Jack Lew’s
arrest on May. 5. I do know Typhoon Mawar hit northern Guam
(Where Camp Blaz is) on Wednesday evening 5/24. But how are
you??

a millstone was tied around Lew the Jew’s neck and was last seen
with the gefelte fish!

MB probably doesn’t even know a typhoon is hitting Guam. It’ll be
really funny if he writes his next story about Guam secret tribunals or

 whatever and doesn’t even mention the typhoon like everything there
is fine

Where is a new story?? Why no new arrests?? No updated
executions?? This is taking waaaaay too long.

Look, the man is incapacitated with gout and from what I know from
everybody talking about it, it’s very painful. Give him time to recover,
please.

Dear Michael, Hope your medical situation is getting better. We need
your return, miss you very much.

Back in 2016….

Why are so many bankers committing suicide? ByMichael Gray
 June 12, 2016 6:00am
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Seems like the WH’s and BH’s share at least one trait: It seems like
they enjoy withholding the truth from the american People about their
country being turned into a war zone.

It seems as if they are ok with the country being invaded, food
centers destroyed, fires, attacks on white christians.

And these are the WH’s folks.

It’s almost as if this ‘war’ and your whole persecution complex are
invisible and imaginary

and you respond to what is invisible and imaginary?

Might I suggest professional therapy? Or a simple fruit cup may be to
your liking?

You should try it, maybe the therapist will ask you if the White Hats
are in the room with us right now

NAC, acetylcholine, Quercetin will assist the body to cleanse itself
from graphine oxide contamination. All are supplements OTC.
Remember non GMO and organic. Something the allopathic industry
will not disclose.

And you’re not even an American. Do you ‘come from the land down
under’…the sand? Fix yourself first, joo-lie …racist, anti-semite that
you are, POS 💩

DOWN UNDER IS A TERM I USE WITH ETHEL LOL!!! SHE LIKES
WHEN I ASK HER TO LICK DOWN UNDER,,,!

Last edited 11 hours ago by Jim

Wouldn’t it be interesting if the Guam typhoon “killed” all the recently
arrived detainees. Could save a lot of rope time and repetitive
reports

or it could be a way of rescuing them and then saying they GOT
killed, you never know with these bloodsuckers !
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DeSantis will keep up the growling and scowling until we The
American People elect him president. Not happening. He is too full of
himself. A big headed authoritarian, who needs to practice how to
smile once in a while.

Last edited 23 hours ago by Joanna

Hey Julie—I bet you are a guy or at least a tranny—–I don’t think I
have ever heard the stuff come out of a females mouth like what you
are projecting. If you are really a girl I bet you really have a hard time
finding some guy to co-exist with you even if they might have same
intellectual values and knowledge.

“Hey Julie—I bet you are a guy or at least a tranny—–I don’t think I
have ever heard the stuff come out of a females mouth”

Ever been to tel aviv?

Julie is male that was kicked off by MB at least once.
 Either of these 2 Dirty Mouth Shill Bots

J-im B-uffer, removed 3/22
 b-uck f-iden 

IDTS. Buck and Julie were going at it before, so it’s two separate
people not one and the same.

Ok enough of DeSatan, we need some new material the Natives are
getting restless including Jimbo, Wilber, Roger the Swan and
Cobbler.

your more of a shill as them.

so butthurt cause im not on either side, lol.

Don’t matter how long your Ass been out Cobbler, you are a troll.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
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more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 23 hours ago by Delavic

Hey, didn’t see your post when I did mine—-seems same thought
coming to both of us—-must be something there !!!

Tel Aviv would never have you in its borders because you hate
Jewish people so much, so stop lying.

And she’s lying, acting as though she has been to Tel Aviv. No Jew
hater would be let in that place. She forgets that the three Abrahamic
faiths originate from there and the one she hates the most, Judaism,
started there –although the Mosaic law was written in Saudi Arabia
— see Galatians 4:25 — before the Nation of Israel set foot in Israel.

 Even the rock where the water came out at Meribah, where Moses
and Aaron failed to sanctify God and therefore disallowed from
entering the Promised Land, sadly, are in Saudi Arabia; but no one is
allowed into the place because it is under domination from the
House of Saud.

 God was so angry at Moses and Aaron for not only disobeying God
but refused to Hallow Him at Meriba, He told Moses to strip his
brother Araon from the priesthood and give it to his nephew, Eleazar
— good for Eleazar, but bad for Moses and Aaron — because they
did not get to set foot into Israel that God Himself swore to give to
them and all of the Jewish people after they left Egypt. They had to
die outside the country.

 Sin has consequences and this is what these Luciferian/Khazarian
deep state traitors can never understand. But Jewish and Christian
believers do.

 Moses had anger management problems, granted, and God used
such an imperfect person like He uses all imperfect male and female
persons of every stripe and creed and age to do His will; but God

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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was not compromising with Moses, a teacher of the law as is written
in Exodus 24:12, and Aaron, a priest no less, on how He should be
hallowed.

Last edited 15 hours ago by Xena

This person stole Delavic’s name, he is a fraud. The real Delavic is a
good guy and the real Delavic does not post garbage like this. He
has told us serval time that was not him and I believe he is telling the
truth.

Public Service Announcement:
 Take advantage to acquire a portable home generator. Keep eyes

open for Harbor Freight Memorial Day sale.

No doubt uncertainty is looming, writing is on the wall, only a fool will
think otherwise.

Don’t forget to purchase a battery for electric start units, also
corresponding power cords [L- 14 20 or 30] and fuel jugs too, also
suggest wheel kit if applicable.

Attention layman do-it-yourselfers: Don’t back-feed electric panels in
your home [circuit breaker box], hire a licensed electrician. Fact,
many often suffer regret when later their homeowners insurance
doesn’t cover fire damage.

You _could_ buy a generator on sale at Harbor Freight.

Or you could get one that’s not a piece of crap.

A cheap genset utilizing frugal electral consumption will get ya out of
a pinch, could say, a month or two [continuous run] maybe more with
proper maintenance i.e., synthetic lubricants and fuel additives.

Referenced Harbor Freight as known brand having many walk-in
locations. Recently purchased five 9kw Predator Gensets [30 amps
each 120V pole] with friends, did retrofit for natural gas, plug & play
swapping out BBQ grill.
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Many during Hurricane Sandy were happy with their inexpensive
generator could say, tickled-pink who took prior action via weather
forecast, especially in coastal areas.

$650.00+ tax for a 6500kw genset [25 amps each pole] is chump-
change in grand scheme to “temporarily” maintain somewhat of a
quality of life, especially those with medical devices & ADA
equipment e.g., stair climbers & wheelchair lifts.

Something is better then nothing, hence those that suffered during
Texas freeze that illfatedly handicapped averages.

Preparation is key, and the most important step of any journey is the
First Step.

Myself fortunate of having industrial genset, others are not, whereas
inexpensive generator will get them out of a pinch.

Harbor Freight has inexpensive genset that provides bang-for-the
buck. [9kw for $1k out the door with a few extras.]

Could say, cheap portable gensets cost are one-hundred dollars per
KW.

 Seen at Auto Zone 4kw at $400.00+tax.

Harbor Freight 6.5kw at $650.00 and 9kw at $900.00, depending on
sale.

Many don’t comprehend that “Time is of the Essence”, hence Texas
freeze victims and Hurricane Sandy participants that rolled their dice
– crapping-out via own attord.

Every-so often herein RRN blog myself go on generator rant,
whereas now I’m as serious as a heart attack.

In closing this script with adage: “snooze you lose”, and: “those that
hesitates is lost”.

Best Wishes to all, and God Bless America.
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Last edited 22 hours ago by John .S

If myself still had my colostomy bag could capture free combustible
gas in engineering terms: Gasifier.

All it takes is a few White Castle hamburgers, could hard pipe
directly to my colon protruding from my gut. Could also stick a hose
up my butt and publish a You Tube video for the do-it yourself’ers.

Suspect fluctuation [fart] video more than likely will trend, going viral,
would have to monetize, perfect get rich quick scheme.

Same shit, using voice talk to write script, difficulty enunciating, didn’t
use polident adhesive for my upper teeth today.

Yea – LoL, false teeth, hearing aids, multiple surgeries, arthritis –
what’s next? Though no ADA parking placard as of yet, in parking
wherever I want anyway..

Good thing I don’t drink Bud Lite that triggers an instant presto-
chango, as seen on YouTube.

Last edited 10 hours ago by John .S

We had a catastrophe failure in one of Our Nuclear Plants.
 Message in a letter Mid 1990’s

 Mr Boensch.
 The reason we are reaching out to you today this ________ Nuclear

Energy generating facility
 had a catastrophe failure in one of our nuclear reactor’s and we had

to do an emergency shut down
 of this reactor. And it will remain off line until we understand what

happened. And replace the parts
 We are having meeting next week — — 199_ and are requesting

your participating in this.
 We are reaching out to you as being a member of this industry along

with other scientists and
 engineer’s from around the world._______
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OK.
Now I gather up my Badge and get ready for a road trip and have to
travel through four states?

 To arrive to this meeting.
 In this meeting I find a seat open next to the chief engineer of a

competitive company that
 manufactures the same part. We sit next to each other the whole

meeting and never say a word.
 When the meeting was over and most of the people left. I turned to

him and asked What do you think
 of all of this. He replied It looks like their on the right path. I

responded they don’t have a clue why the
 part failed and said on that first picture they showed I clearly

understood Why it failed and it only took
 two words to describe what was the caused the failure.

 These two words are the number one thing that is looked for around
the world when parts like this fail.

 He Gave Me His Business Card and __________

Hope all is well Michael, patience is the word of the day. Now that
everyone is in Guam news is not coming as quickly as Gitmo.
Someone had compiled a list of all that were executed in Gitmo and
the dates. If someone could post that again. Hillary is back in the
forefront. Happy to post her date of execution.

Man it’s so weird how all these executed people are just alive and
well, huh Pat

WOW,,,THESE PEOPLE ARE REALLY SMART TO HAVE
STARTED GROWING CLONES 50-90 YEARS AGO JUST IN CASE
THE CLONES WOULD BE USED,,,

They are clones, actors or with masks. I have personally seen a fake
Dr. Fauci with a mask, you could see the outline of the latex mask
and the coloring of his neck area is different from the mask fake skin
tone.
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If you saw it in person why didn’t you yank his mask off? You could
have exposed the whole Deep State right then and there, what a
missed opportunity

Last edited 15 hours ago by Cobb

 
 


